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CONTROL CAVITY™ (CC 4800, CC 4810)

AIR VENT

SUMP WATER VENT

GAS TIGHT SUMP BASKET™ (SF 30 PR) BOTTOM CUT OFF

3/4" HOLES DRILLED 6" ON CENTER STARTED 8" FROM THE TOP OF SUMP BASKET™

NEW CONCRETE Poured OVER H-COVE

EXISTING FLOOR

H-COVE™ (HC 3504)

DRAIN HOLE AT LOWEST POINT OF WALL, TOP OF FOOTING

FOOTING

EXISTING FILL

H-COVE RETROFIT INSTALLATION WITH GAS TIGHT SUMP BASKET

CONTROL CAVITY™ (CC 4800), 10MM CONTROL CAVITY™ (CC 4810), H-COVE™ (HC 3504), AND GAS TIGHT SUMP BASKET™ (SF 30 PR)
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